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for the oral history aspect of this project.
The distribution
pattern reflects the method that should have been employed
throughout the northeastern study area.
Interviewees are
scattered, in combinations of two or more, in a shotgun approach
throughout the county (with the exception of the Dry Cimarron
area). The combinations increase the probability of cross-tabu
lation of dates and events through the method of using one source
to verify the information of another source. What was extremely
beneficial for the interviewer in the Union County survey was the
location of the interviewees. Although the communities that were
discussed were nearly distributed county-wide, eight en of the
thirty resource people (60%) were located in Clayton. Two more
of the Union county interviewees were in Albuquer�ue.
This
reduced the need for travel to each site location for an inter
view and enhanced the prospect of conducting up to four interviews per day.
The system utilized in Union County did not carry over into
the other counties.
The time proposed for the project did not
allow for the type of coverage that would be deemed adequate for
such a vast area.
After completing fairly comprehensive inter
view work in Union and Harding Counties, it was discovered that
the budget for field work was almost totally depleted. , In Colfax
County, the shotgun approach was shifted to one of a concentrated
survey of irrigation farming as a method of survivial in the
region.
French and the Antelope Valley Irrigatio� District
(French Tract) were selected as a representative $amples of
Colfax County irrigation projects.
These irrigation projects
were attractive options for the dryland farmers whq/ were un
prepared for the unpredictable natural hardships asso�iated
with
encouraging a crop out of the High Plains. Many drylclnd farmers
from Union and Harding Counties wound up in the Colfaxiirrigation
districts.
By the time the tape recorder reached San Miguel County, the
project period was nearly over.
The decision was made to
interview someone from the llano area west of the Canadian and to
collect an oral history from a pioneer settler in the Canadian
River Canyon country to complete the sample. The remaining two
.counties of Mora and. Quay could not be included in this. portion
of ·thet data co.llection. ·'. .
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
All interviews followed a programmed sequence that would
begin with the more familiar topic of family history and move
into more specifics at a later point in the interview. If one is
to compare the transeripts of any two interviews, they would
discover a number of discrepancies in the question sequence
and in the line of in-depth questioning. One of the procedures
vital to conducting a successful interview is to probe the
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